Nancy Lee Destiny
Chronological Bibliography of Published Clips

Press-Republican 2011, Plattsburgh, New York
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Food fit for all
Haunted House a labor of love
Outlook blue for bluebirds
Cantaloupe concerns
Time only draws couple closer
OMG in times of trouble

The Burgh 2011, Plattsburgh, New York
1. North Country’s Harlequin diva keeping love alive
2. Be Straw Free campaign makes its way across Lake Champlain
3. Emma celebrates 101 years of long life
4. Poison prevention is always an issue for children, adults alike
5. Cold-like symptoms found to be something more serious
6. Easter baskets to help Elmore
7. Kate Messner’s new book due out next month
8. Local professor, author, travel expert pens new book
9. Flooding brings about the usual problems, according to officials
10. Smoke alarms knowing the difference
North Countryman 2011, Plattsburgh, New York
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

North Country’s Harlequin diva keeping love alive
Be Straw Free campaign makes its way across Lake Champlain
Emma celebrates 101 years of long life
Poison prevention is always an issue for children, adults alike
Cold-like symptoms found to be something more serious
Easter baskets to help Elmore
Kate Messner’s new book due out next month
Local professor, author, travel expert pens new book

9. Flooding brings about the usual problems, according to officials
10. Smoke alarms: how do I choose?
Cardinal Points 2010-2011, SUNY Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh, New York
1. Kang’ethe comes to teach PSUC about universal women’s suffering
2. Higgins leaves PSUC after 28-year stint
3. Youth vote down from 2008
4. Student ‘stood out for research projects
5. Snow removal hits peak during recent storms
6. Alumni reflect on Hawkins Pond amidst renovations
7. New registers bring campus eateries up to par
8. Youth votes likely to decrease
9. Students learn while website takes notes
10. Director brings new, fresh ideas to PSUC
11. Coffee Camp sees end to 9-year run
12. Meal Plan A nixed, prices increasing for others
13. Graduate applications on rise
14. Chemistry Chair on board
15. Practice tests offered Sunday for grad exams
16. Library starts textbook on reserve program at SUNY Plattsburgh
17. GWS department weighs mandatory relationship class
18. Johnson appointed to college council again
19. GRANT: Canadian content targeted
20. Marketing entrepreneurship receives grant to enhance program
21. Students learn while website takes notes
22. Alcohol sends 20 to hospital this semester
23. Hood renovations set to start
24. Bad boys fun, not for keeps
25. Change to Moodle receives good staff feedback
Clinton Chronicle 2007-2009 Plattsburgh New York
1. CCC Starts Fall semester with New President
2. PARC Luau
Altoona Mirror 1996-2001, Opinion Columnist
(started monthly, went bi-weekly, ended weekly)

Altoona, Pennsylvania
1. Like leaves, friendships change
2. Marching into kite-flying season

3. Abortion method is sadistic, mutilation
4. My many reasons to be thankful
5. Debt won’t make holidays bright
6. Puzzling over clock is alarming
7. Stay out of their personal lives
8. Cigarettes aren’t treated like drugs
9. Don’t butt into parental duties
10. Firms fleece unsuspecting people
11. Children face no real consequences
12. Should trick or treating be banned?
13. Don’t send your problems here
14. Bit too rule happy
15. Answer the phones
16. Stealing signs shameful
17. Recognize reservists
18. AOL aggravating
19. Nudes not problem
20. Real consequences key
Book Author, 2001-2004
1. Down to the Bones, 2004
ISBN: 1-4116-0725-2
Franz Liszt, Hungarian composer & piano virtuoso said it best to Marie d’ Agoult… Heaven, Hell,
everything, all is within you, redoubled…Oh! Leave me free to rave in my delirium. Drab, tame,
constricting reality is no longer enough for me. We must live our lives to the full, loving & suffering to
extremes! “Down to the Bones…New Age Poetry, Haiku & Tanka “goes to the extremes and beyond
normal human emotion. You walk away asking yourself how can one human being be capable of such
emotions! Wow! Full Color Book, “Down to the Bones…New Age Poetry, Haiku & Tanka “ is a must
have…this complete reference to not only modern day New Age Poetry styles & varied forms, including
popular Haiku & Tanka, it is also a reference point for the Traditional forms of poetry, maintaining its
integrity. Traditionally Haiku & Tanka takes on a seasonal reference most often. This version maintains
“Ancient form” while taking on any reference rather than seasonal making it more “Contemporary.”

2. Echoes of the Heart, 2001
ISBN: 0-595-19937-2
Echoes of the Heart, is a book of modern poetry & Haiku allowing us all to feel the tragedies and
triumphs in life many of us never get to experience. The author turns the lemons into lemonade. Passion

is oozing from the pores, and pen of this author, as she colours pictures with words, as only Ms. Destiny
can do. Vivid images pop out in your imagination as you read each verse. Echoes of the Heart, touches
your own heart. It tears at your heart, and excites your soul. You can't put down this book of poetry!
Passion Echoes though out it! It is a truly sempiternal effect on the reader. The author shines through
eupeptic, while giving cerebration, until the very last poem. It is ineluctable, to go away with a feeling of
triumphancy for this author.

